Abstract. My model solves the problem of pallet loading problem with the limition of weight bearing. Model one calculate the number for two kinds of boxes putting in the pallet without overlap, which can make the best use of the pallet. Using Integer programming, I choose an arbitrary rectangular area in the lower left corner of the pallet, where I place box X in it. Secondly, I divide the left area into two part B and C in the way of transverse or vertical cutting, where I put box Y in these two parts. Set the maximum residual using area as constraint, the minimum excess stock as the objective function. Model two consider the uniformity stress of pallet which influence the position of each box. Let the distance between equivalent center of gravity of boxes and center of gravity of pallet stands for the level of uniformity stress. As different box has different weight which makes impact on the uniformity stress, so I define modified parameter A to correct our equation. With the result gotten in model one, I can calculate the gravity position for each boxes using nonlinear programming.
Introduction
The tray has become one of the important symbol to measure the country's level of efficiency, study how to place the largest number of boxes on the pallet, which is the pallet loading problem has the greatest significance in reducing the cost of logistics and transport, improving the efficiency.
I establish a universal model to solve the problem of pallet loading problem with the limition of weight bearing.
Assumption
1. Assume all the boxes lie within the pallet. 2. Assume boxes can be treated as rectangular when projecting which means there is no overlap. 3. Assume the pallet can place enough boxes if necessary.
Parameter
Parameter Definition [Unit]
The coordinate of gravity point for each box. mm
Length,width,height for each box mm
The total number for the ith box mm
Length,width for pallet mm 4. Model one. Number solving model: find the number for each box.
As there are two kind of putting ways, two kinds of cutting ways, two kinds of boxes. So totally speaking, there are eight circumstances that should be discussed.
1. Set the sides of pallet as X and Y coordinate in models. Suppose the length of pallet is 1200mm, and width is 1000 mm. 2. Choose the lower left corner, putting box X which has two putting ways. Emphasis that, all the boxes should be put in the same direction. . Define , .which is the maximum using area in area B and C, emphasis that, box Y in these area is putting in the same direction 5. Take the cutting way as cross cutting and putting as example, its Integer programming is list below. 6. swap the type of boxes in each area, and changing its cutting, putting ways, after all, we can get eight Integer programming equations, using MATLAB we can obtain its eight integer solving results ,then compared these eight answers, we can achieve the best number of two boxes which make the best use of this pallet.
Conclusion in model one: we need box X 1, box Y 19.
Model two. Position map model: find position for each box that ensures pallet bear the stress evenly.
Consider the uniformity stress of pallet which influence the position of each box. Let the distance between equivalent center of gravity of boxes and center of gravity of pallet stand for the level of uniformity stress. As the different box has different Iight which makes impact on the uniformity stress, so I define modified parameter A to correct our equation.with the result gotten in model one, I can calculate the gravity position for each boxes using nonlinear programming.
1. Define modified parameter A to ensure the gravity distance equation can represent the uniformly stress. 3. Submit the necessary information in the equation with box X and box Y to get the final position for each box, which can ensure two factor: First, the number of boxes can take upmost area of pallet. Second, the position of boxes guarantee the evenly stress the pallet bear.
Conclusion in model one: see table two, it shows the directly coordinate of boxes and the value of the distance defined in model two is 3.7788e-06 mm, which means the pallet bear the same stress around every part. Based on the number of boxes calculated in model one, box X is 1 and box Y is 19.
And the coordinate calculated in model two, we can easily map the placement direction for each box which is the result of Pallet loading problem. 
Future application
My model solve the layout of two boxes considering the usage and the bearing stress, but our model can be promoted in the three or more than three boxes layout problem, which is much more suitable for the reality. The mainly method is integer programming in model one to calculate the number of boxes that cover the pallet as maximum as it can be. The nonlinear programmer in model two to get the gravity position of each box ensuring the stress evenly distributed in the pallet with modified parameter A.
